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A Vernacular of File Formats.  
A Guide to Databend Compression Design: 2010 - 2020.  
A file format is an encoding system that organises data according to a particular syntax. These 
organisations are commonly referred to as compression algorithms. The choice of an image 
compression depends on its foreseen mode and place of usage: for instance, is the file meant to be 
printed or redistributed digitally, what kind of accuracy will be necessary and what software or 
hardware will render the image? 
In some cases the maker chooses not to use any encoding at all, but instead to store the data as an 
unprocessed file. Images shot by professional photographers for instance, will be shot and stored in a 
RAW image file format. A RAW image file contains minimally processed data, which normally comes 
straight from the image sensor (for instance a CCD chip), in order to avoid any impurities (artifacts) 
that might be involved with image mediation, transcoding or compression. In A Vernacular of File 
Formats, I subsequently compressed the source image via different compression languages and 
subsequently implementing a same (or similar) error into each file, to let the otherwise invisible 
compression language presents itself onto the surface of the image. 

https://beyondresolution.info/A-Vernacular-of-File-Formats
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Monglot. A Glitch Software: 2011. Download link. 
Collaboration with Johan Larsby (SE)  

Mongrel: the offspring of a variety of species, of mixed background, bastard, or imperfect crossbreed 
Monoglot: knowing only one language; monolingual. 
Generally, glitch aesthetics or compression artifacts such as fragmentation, grain, ghosting, 

heterodynes, interlacing, jitter, jaggies, (…) posterization, pixelating, quantization error, ringing, 

staircase noise, scan lines (…) come to the surface because of an accidental flaw in the image data, 
which shows on the surface of the image itself.  

The Monglot software generates glitches. It does this by adding a random or chosen error to the 
image-data, which is encoded via a compression language of choice. This error then breaks through 
to the surface of the image. In doing so, Monglot mashes two languages together: the language of 
the compression and the original image.  

While for most glitch softwares the final product is the focus, Monglot focusses on the /experimental/, 
generative part of glitching. By comparing different file formats and their behaviors, Monglot can be 
used to learn and research about file formats. Monglot aims to show the ambivalence (cool vs. hot) 
and the double articulation (encoding vs. image data) of (file format-based) Glitch Art. The user of 
Monglot is able to repeat an error by clicking ‘Glitchspeak’ or chose a particular error on the 
‘Replace’ function of the software.  
This is how Monglot exists as a compromise in-between cool and hot.

http://beyondresolution.info/Monglot
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Dear mr Compression (2010) at Order and Progress  
(solo show at Gallery Fabio Paris, Brescia, Italy)

https://beyondresolution.info/MPEG-Dear-mr-Compression
https://www.slideshare.net/r00s/order-and-progress-6425321
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Glitch Timond, Wall Installation: 2014. 
10 cut outs, uniquely shaped images, mounted on dibond.  

A Glitch Timond is a collage, showing a collection of glitch clichés collected from popular culture. 
These former disturbances have gained meaning beyond their technological value; the effects 
have became signifiers, pointing to the presence of hackers, ghosts, A.I., 'reality' or lofi or retro 
'affectionate' technologies. Its framing, in the shape of non-square, non-quadrilateral windows, 
references unresolved standards. 
The work comes with A Lexicon of Glitch Affect, a work of research that intends to offer an insight 
into the development of meaning in the aesthetics of distortion in Sci-Fi movies throughout the 
years, via an analysis of 1200 Sci-Fi Trailers.  
Starting with trailers from 1998, I reviewed 30 trailers per year to obtain an insight into the 
development of noise artifacts in Sci-Fi from before the arrival of the home computer, to Sci-Fi 
adopting the contemporary aesthetics of our ubiquitous digital devices. My source for the trailers is 
the Internet Movie Database, where I accessed lists of the top-US Grossing Sci-Fi Titles per year. 
When watching these trailers I took screenshots whenever a distortion occured, and when possible 
interpreted them. Currently the database includes findings from research done into 630 trailers 
(1998-2018) but I wish to extend it to 1980-2020, spanning the 40 years of advancements in digital 
technologies and its distortions.

http://beyondresolution.info/Glitch-Timond
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Collapse of PAL. Live television performance and rendered video: 2011. 
In "The Collapse of PAL" (Eulogy, Obsequies and Requiem for the planes of blue phosphor), 
the Angel of History <href: Walter Benjamin> reflects on the PAL signal and its termination. 
This death sentence, although executed in silence, was a brutally violent act that left PAL 
disregarded and obsolete. While it might be argued that the PAL signal is dead, it still exists 
as a trace left upon the new, ‘better’ digital technologies.  
PAL can, even though the technology is terminated, be found as a historical form that newer 
technologies build upon, inherit or have appropriated from. Besides this, the Angel also 
realises that the new DVB signal that has been chosen over PAL is different, but at the same 
time also inherently flawed as PAL.  
(image underneath: I asked Defi, the painter, to destroy the Collapse of PAL screens in the 
end. The kids got offended by it so they tried to stop it.

http://beyondresolution.info/Collapse-of-PAL
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Elegy for the Collapse of PAL. A conversation between PAL and the 
Angel of History: 2017. 
Elegy for the Collapse of PAL was first presented in the Transmediale reader 
as text, it was then performed as a short 10 min solo performance in NYC. Its 
recording was shown at Vivid Projects with a ‘shrine’ featuring blue, burned 
cassette tapes.  
Performance: Radiator Gallery, NYC, 2017. 
Published in across & beyond – A transmediale Reader on Post-digital 
Practices, Concepts, and Institutions Year of publication: 2016. 
Installation at Vivid Projects: Superseded (2017) by Antonio Roberts

https://beyondresolution.info/Elegy-for-the-Collapse-of-PAL
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Xilitla.  
Video and Poem embedded in VR (3D) environment: 2012-2014. 

Xilitla can be installed or used as video interface or performance tool, to 

present work outside the clichés that conventional video platforms such as 
Youtube and Vimeo, or software impose.  
Xilitla is a little village in the Huasteca region of Mexico. Here, in the early 
1940s, Sir Edward James – a poet known for his patronage for the Surrealist 
art movement – started the construction of his own idyllic, surrealist pool 
garden, Las Pozas, in which he deconstructed the many forms and styles of 
functional architecture.  

In this digital version. ’Xilitla’ has been transformed into a hallucinatory, 
futuristic 3D architectural environment, consisting of moving images, laced 
with polygons and dysfunctional objects. Inside this algorthimic piece, a 
controller produced in the shape of a Janus head is used to navigate a 
digital dreamscape. Taking advantage of the tensions between gameplay 
and audiovisual art, this aesthetic experiment opens up a new, eerie poetic 
and fantasmatic universe.

http://beyondresolution.info/Xilitla
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Lunar Storm. 4 min. 1:2.39, 35mm on celluloid: 2014. 
Commissioned by Sonic Acts and ESA (European Space Agency) as part of the Vertical Cinema 
program. Vertical Cinema involved the build of a special celluloid projector that could project 
vertically and large, vertical projections in architecturally special locations. For more information: 
verticalcinema.org 

“The surface of the Moon seems static. Though it orbits the Earth every 27.3 days, with areas of it 
becoming invisible during this rotation, it is always (visibly or invisibly) above us, reassuringly familiar. 
The Moon is the best known celestial body in the sky and the only one besides the Earth that 
humans have ever set foot on. The Seas of the Moon (Lunar Maria), consisting not of water but of 
volcanic dust and impact craters, appear motionless to the naked eye. Here, volcanic  dust forms a 
thick blanket of less reflective, disintegrated micro particles. But on rare occasions, beyond the 
gorges of these Lunar Maria, and only when  the lunar terminator passes (the division between the 
dark and the light side of the moon) a mysterious glow appears.  
This obscure phenomenon, also  known as lunar horizon glow, is hardly ever seen from Earth. 
Beyond the gorges of the Lunar Maria, the Moon is covered with lunar dust, a remnant of lunar rock. 
Pummelled by meteors and bombarded by interstellar, charged atomic particles, the molecules of 
these shattered rocks contain dangling bonds and unsatisfied electric connections. At dawn, when 
the first sunlight is about to illuminate the Moon, the energy inherent to solar ultraviolet and X-ray 
radiation bumps electrons out of the unstable lunar dust; the opposite process occurs at dusk (lunar 
sunset). These electrostatic changes cause lunar storms directly on the lunar terminator that levitate 
lunar dust into the otherwise static exosphere of the Moon and result in ‘glowing dust fountains’.”
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How Not to be Read, a recipe using DCT (2015)  

DCT uses the aesthetics of JPEG macroblocks to mask its secret messages on the 
surface of the image, mimicking error. The encrypted message, hidden on the surface 
is only legible by the ones in the know; anyone else will ignore it like dust on celluloid. 
While the JPEG compression consists of 6 steps, the basis of the compression is DCT, 
or Discrete Cosine Transform. During the final, 6th step of the JPEG compression, 
entropy coding, a special form of lossless data compression, takes place. Entropy 
coding involves the arranging the image components in a "zigzag" order, using run-
length encoding (RLE) to group similar frequencies together. 
Choose a lofi JPEG base image on which macroblocking artifacts are slightly apparent. 
This JPEG will serve as the image on which your will write your secret message. If 
necessary, you can scale the image up via nearest neighbour interpolation, to preserve 
hard macroblock edges of the base image. Download and install the DCT font. Position 
your secret message on top of the JPEG. Make sure the font has the same size as the 
macroblock artifacts in the image Flatten the layers (image and font) back to a JPEG. 
This will make the text no longer selectable and readable as copy and paste data. 
The legibility of an encrypted message does not just depend on the complexity of the 
encryption algorithm, but also on the placement of the data of the message. Here they 
are closely connected to resolutions: resolutions determine what is read and what is 
unseen or illegible.                 >> DCT.TTF

https://beyondresolution.info/DCT-How-Not-To-Be-Read
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institutions of Resolution Disputes, Solo 
Exhibition in Transfer Gallery, New York: 2015. 
20” Acrylics; 5 institutions of the iRD, encrypted in DCT – 
Edition of 1AP (2015).  
Together these statements form the manifesto of the iRD - 
the institutions of Resolution Disputes. 

Even though the iRD mimics an institute, in reality it is not a 
classic, institutional organ. Instead, the iRD multiplexes the 
term institution, by revisiting its usage in the late 1970s. In 
this context, formulated by Joseph Goguen and Rod Burstall, 
institution refers to a slightly ‘more compound framework’, 
that deals with the growing complexities, connecting 
different logical systems (such as databases and 
programming languages) within computer sciences. A main 
result of these non-logical institutions is that different logical 
systems can be glued together at a substrata level, forming 
illogical frameworks through which computation also takes 
place. Inspired by the idea of hyper functional, yet illogical 
frameworks, the iRD is dedicated to researching the interests 
of anti-utopic, obfuscated, lost and unseen, or simply ‘too 
good to be implemented’ resolutions. 

1. The institutions of Resolution Disputes [iRD] call attention to media 
resolutions. While a ’resolution’ generally simply refers to a standard 
(measurement) embedded in the technological domain, the iRD reflect on 
the fact that a resolution is indeed a settlement (solution), but at the same 
time a space of compromise between different actors (objects, 
materialities and protocols) who dispute their stakes (frame-rate, number 
of pixels etc.) within the growing digital territories. 

2. Resolutions inform both machine vision and human ways of perception. 
They shape the material of everyday life ubiquitously. They do this not just 
as an “interface effect”* but as hyperopic lens, obfuscating any other 
possible alternative resolution from the users media literacy.  

3. The question is, ‘have we become unable to construct our own 
resolutions, or have we become oblivious to them?’ Either way we are in 
need for another re-“(Re-)Distribution of the Sensible”.  

4. iRD intend to impose methods of “creative problem creation” to bring 
authorship back to the layer of setting a 'resolution'. The radical digital 
materialist believes in an “informed materiality”; while every string of data 
is ambiguously fluid and has the potential to be manipulated into anything, 
every piece of information functions within /adhesive*/ encoding, 
contextualisation and embedding (etc).  

5. Through iRDs tactics beyond resolution, the otherwise grey mundane 
objects of everyday-life show their colours. iRD is not a Wunderkabinet of 
dead media, but a foggy bootleg trails for vernacular resistance.

http://transfergallery.com/ird-rosa-menkman/
http://transfergallery.com/ird-rosa-menkman/


i.R.D. patch and logo with DCT Encryption Key (2015) 

https://beyondresolution.info/patch
https://beyondresolution.info/KEY
https://beyondresolution.info/patch
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An Ecology of Compression 
Complexities: 2017. 
Archival black and white print 1.23x0.92 
meters.  
A map of the different complexities a 
genealogy of compressions offers 
(respectively dither, lines, blocks, 
wavelets and vector space). 

http://beyondresolution.info/An-Ecology-of-Compression-Complexities
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Behind White Shadows. Solo Exhibition in Transfer Gallery, New York: 2017.  
Transfer Gallery, Brooklyn NY, September 9th through October 14h, 2017.  
The exhibition features a new installation of Menkman’s research into the compromises 
implicit in image processing technologies. For ‘Behind White Shadows’ Menkman extends her 
virtual reality piece ‘DCT:SYPHONING. The 1000000th (64th) interval’ beyond the headset into 
the gallery, projecting on monumental sculptural forms and presenting topographies of her 
3D environments. 
To accompany this exhibition, Menkman releases a new essay ‘The White Shadows of Image 
Processing: Shirley, Lena, Jennifer and the Angel of History’, presenting her recent research 
into color test cards. 
The central piece in the show A Spomenik for Resolutions that will never be features  a 
projection of her work ‘DCT:SYPHONING. The 1000000th (64th) interval’ a fictional journey 
through the historical progression of image complexities, told as a modern translation of the 
1884 Edwin Abbott Abbott novel “Flatland”. Menkman leads us through a universe of abstract, 
simulated environments, made from materials evolving from early raster graphics to our 
contemporary state of CGI realism.

https://beyondresolution.info/Behind-White-Shadows
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Spomenik for resolutions that will never be. 4x3 meters: 2017. 
Non quadrilateral, extruding (non flat) video-mapped sculpture, presenting 
videos shot within DCT:SYPHONING. 

A Spomenik is a piece of abstract, brutalist and monumental anti fascist, WWII 
architecture build in former Yugoslavia, historically commemorating or meaning 
“many different things to many people”. The Spomenik is specifically inspired by 
Tjentiste and Ostra, but does not directly copy the shape of these Spomeniks. 
Instead, it uses these structures as a reference.  
The Spomenik is dedicated to resolutions that will never be, ’screen 
objects’ (shards) that were never implemented such as the non quadrilateral screen 
and the commemorates the biased (white) histories of video compression.

https://beyondresolution.info/Spomenik
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DCT:SYPHONING. The 1000000th (64th) interval.  
http://beyondresolution.info/DCT-SYPHONING 
VR, commissioned as part of DiMoDA’s Morphe Presence. 

DCT:SYPHONING was first commissioned by the Photographers Gallery in London, 
for the show Power Point Polemics (Jan - Apr 2016).  
A modern translation of the 1884 Edwin Abbott Abbott roman "Flatland", explains some of 
the algorithms at work in digital image compression. Inspired by Syphon, an open source 
software by Tom Butterworth and Anton Marini, in DCT:SYPHONING, an 
anthropomorphised DCT (Senior) narrates its first SYPHON (data transfer) together with 
DCT Junior, and their interactions as they translate data from one image compression to 
a next (aka the “realms of complexity”). As Senior introduces Junior to the different levels 
of image plane complexity, they move from blocks (the realm in which they normally 
resonate), to dither, lines and the more complex realms of wavelets and vectors. Junior 
does not only react to old compressions technologies, but also the newer, more complex 
ones which ‘scare' Junior, because of their 'illegibility'.

http://beyondresolution.info/DCT-SYPHONING
http://beyondresolution.info/DCT-SYPHONING


Unresolved (2020) 
64 meters, data file on hardware 

Invoking the spirit of Beyond Yes and No (2011, Beflix), Unresolved explores an 
experiment in visualising data, showing the nature of Bitmapped files. Menkman 
painted a 64 meters long lint of data, partially mounted  (run) on a double sided frame 
(hardware). Unresolved shows the resolutions of the hardware matter as much as the 
way the data is written away (in this case, per pixel) 
Unresolved presents an image on one side and a message in DCT (Menkman’s 
cryptographic tool from 2015) on the other.

https://beyondresolution.info/UNRESOLVED
https://beyondresolution.info/UNRESOLVED


A Lena Patch (glow in the dark on white): 2017  
We should be more aware of the war that is taking place in the realm of 
image processing technologies. A war that takes place on many levels; on 
the plane where images are produced, the biased ideologies these 
images internalize and that show often at the expense of the 
marginalised.  
We should not only be conscious of the constructed realities these images 
offer, but also of the parts of reality they do not capture and as a result, 
of the economies these images sustain.  

And as every war needs a patch - I created a white on white (glow in the 
dark) ‘the Lena’ patch.

https://beyondresolution.info/Behind-White-Shadows
https://beyondresolution.info/Behind-White-Shadows


Pique Nique pour les Inconnues: 2019 - 2020 
https://beyondresolution.info/Les-Inconnues 
How can you give back a voice to materials - such as color test cards - that 
are so important to the history of image processing?  

In Pique Nique pour les Inconnues, Menkman considers the ways in which the 
history of technology has been defined by standardization, in particular 
through the use of color test cards for image processing. The work presents 
les Inconnues - unknown women whose images are linked to the history of 
image processing. In this work, test cards, bots, virtual assistants, stock 
photos and others find a voice, but fail to recover their personhood. As 
Menkman states, “Engineers used these female objects to evaluate the quality 
of image processing, rendering and composition of architecture and to make 
these latent spaces more amicable. While these women seem to be able to 
prolong their existence for as long as the (digital) realms will copy and reuse 
them, most of them have lost their name and identity.” In this work, the 
viewer is haunted by the familiarity of these digital ghosts, while at the same 
time, privy to an uncanny experience when the historically mute images 
speak for the first time.



365 Perfect Decalibratin (2019-2020) 
Archival prints (5). An exploration in beautifying software. 
(please download the Artivive app to see AR content) 
In 365 Perfect, I used the mobile imaging softwares 365 Perfect. 365 Perfect profiles itself 
as “the best FREE virtual makeup app, period. It’s like having a glam squad in your 
pocket”. 

The options in the app include virtual photo make-up, which has filters such as ‘delete 
blemishes’, or ‘brighten and soften skin’. It can also deepen the smile, put lipstick or even 
lip tatoos, enlarge the eyes and make the face slimmer, lift the cheeks, enhance the 
nose, or resize the lips. And lets not forget to whiten the teeth, add eyelashes, eye liner 
and eyebrows and finally change the hairstyle. 

I used the app to make myself perfect. not once, not twice, but hundreds of times over, 
more perfection one year along. If everyday I could get just one shade lighter, slimmer 
cheeks or bigger eyes... how beautiful would I become? 
By re-saving my newly beautified face every iteration, the artifacts of a re-compressed 
JPEG and the absurdity of our beautifying standards are amplified. 

https://beyondresolution.info/365-Perfect-Decalibration
https://beyondresolution.info/365-Perfect-Decalibration


Myopia, 2015. Wall vinyl 
installation.  
12 x 3 meters, and extruding 
vectors. 

Myopia zooms into the JPG2000 
wavelet compression artefacts,  
created by adding a line of ‘other 
language’ into the JPEG2000 file 

A day before the closing of the iRD, visitors were invited to bring their Exacto-Knife, to 
cut their own resolution of ‘Myopia’, and mount it on an institution of choice (book, 
computer or other rigid surface).

http://beyondresolution.info/Myopia
http://beyondresolution.info/Myopia


Whiteout: video installation, 2020.  
https://beyondresolution.info/Whiteout 
Point No Point Light 11 February | temp: -5c to -11c | Snow: at least 10-30 cm, often more.  

In Whiteout, Menkman presents the story of a mountain hike in a snowstorm. As Menkman 
made her way up the mountain, she noted not only her physical sensations: inability to 
see, hear, or orient herself, but also the oversaturation of the environment, the realization 
that spatial dimension was seemingly wiped out. 
What does it mean to navigate a grey, dimensionless space? To move without visual or 
auditory references and to physically plot a course when there is no sense of direction or 
even horizon? For Menkman, the experience of Whiteout is one of “slices of 
consciousness, and traversing a virtual axis to nowhere. A landscape with multiple 
horizons, in which orientation between top and bottom does not exist except within the 
mind of the wanderer. And even though things seemed to happen in the same space, this 
state created different places, all layered at once.”


